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“Artificial Intelligence and Natural Language Processing of EHR Data: Identification of Patients
with Low Life Expectancy and Other Applications”
Alexander Turchin, MD, MS - Harvard Medical School Director, Brigham and Women’s Hospital
QUESTION: Please clarify the limitation of ICD coding on metastatic cancer and how your natural language processing
(NLP) can be used to enhance such coding for both clinical and billing purposes inasmuch as many academic medical
centers use NLP to improve ICD coding.
ANSWER: For most malignancies, there are no ICD codes that indicate that the cancer is metastatic. Therefore, it is not
possible to distinguish metastatic from non-metastatic malignancy on the basis of ICD codes alone. On the other hand,
patient’s prognosis can be markedly changed by the presence of a metastasis. Natural language processing can identify
characterization of a malignancy as metastatic in narrative EHR data (e.g. provider notes, imaging reports or pathology
reports) and thus improve accuracy of population-based predictive modeling for patients with malignancies.
QUESTION: The comment made by Dr. Turchin that the value of machine learning was more evident when new data
were obtained was interesting. Are you talking about a transfer learning scenario?
ANSWER: What we found was that a predictive model will usually get a greater accuracy boost from an additional data
source than from a better analytical method applied to existing data. One can think of it by imagining a blind person with
only one ear. They will learn more about the world around them by gaining vision (a new data source) than from adding
another ear (improving the existing method – hearing). Similarly, in our analysis, we found a greater accuracy boost from
adding natural language processing than from changing analytical methods from logistic regression to support vector
machines to neural networks.
QUESTION: By looking at frequency of lifestyle counseling, do you risk selecting patients who are most motivated and
come for routine care frequently? How might you tackle this problem more broadly?
ANSWER: It is true that there is no perfect way to analyze the effect of lifestyle counseling – both clinical trials and
observational studies have their drawbacks. The selection bias pointed out in this question may well be present (it is even
stronger in clinical trials). However, there were further indicators of a causal relationship in our data that we didn’t have
time to discuss during the talk. These include a) the apparent mediation of the relationship between lifestyle counseling
and clinical outcomes by HbA1c (adding HbA1c during the treatment ascertainment period into the model attenuated the
relationship); and b) the dose-response relationship (longer or more diverse documentation of lifestyle counseling were
also associated with a decreased risk of CV events and death). The bottom line is it seems unlikely that we will ever be
able to prove this beyond reasonable doubt, but advanced analytical technologies, like NLP, allow us to get pretty close to
preponderance of evidence.
QUESTION: Noted clinical teams are fond of # hashtags in notes too, instead of numbering medical conditions.
ANSWER: Agree and this is something that needs to be taken into account when designing natural language processing
tools.
QUESTION: The machine learning methods are comparable in most ways, hence there wasn’t a marked difference in
performance using the area under the curve (AUC) values.
ANSWER: Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Most sources I am familiar with would consider logistic regression,

support vector machines and neural networks reasonably different from each other, but of course everything is relative.
QUESTION: Does your NLP algorithm incorporate negation detection? If so what tools, or methods or approach do you
use to detect negated text among clinical data?
ANSWER: The NLP algorithm for lifestyle counseling did not have significant negation detection because it is not
common for providers to write in their notes “I did not talk to the patient about their diet”. The NLP algorithm for the
mortality predictive model could likely benefit from negation detection – it would be a reasonable next step. Many of our
other studies that included NLP did incorporate negation detection – usually similar to what was described in the NegEx
tool implementation.
QUESTION: Are there any commercially available programs that any of the presenters used to create their systems?
ANSWER: We did not use any commercially available programs (apart from programming languages, such as python).
QUESTION: On average, how long does it take natural language processing and machine learning to correctly identify
and predict meaningful data when introduced with a new dataset, such as orthopedics specialty to neurology specialty?
ANSWER: The time it takes to adapt natural language processing tools to a new source of data can range from a few
weeks to 2-3 months, depending on the complexity of the concepts that are being identified and on the differences in
language used by providers. Teaching NLP tools to identify completely new concepts will take longer.
QUESTION: Where can a beginner or a data/informatics student go to learn more about these topics that you presented?
ANSWER: All of the tools described in the talk (Canary, python, cTAKES) are publicly available and have online manuals
that describe how to use them.
QUESTION: Do you include the Clinical Documentation Specialist teams at your hospitals to help educate the clinical
teams on documentation?
ANSWER: Our hospitals do have Clinical Documentation Specialists – their focus is typically on compliance with
healthcare insurance requirements for documentation required for payments. They do not concern themselves with how
narrative EHR data could be used by researchers or analysts, whether for natural language processing or for any other
reason.

“Optimal Methods for Notifying Clinicians About Epilepsy Surgery Patients”
Judith Dexheimer, PhD - Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
QUESTION: For Dr. Dexheimer, the notion that NLP-based research can help providers figure out when best to pick up a
scalpel was quite illuminating. Can you say more about how providers respond to this? What kinds of comments have
they made?
ANSWER: The providers have been supportive of the entire project. They helped us from the beginning by being involved
in the algorithm development. We made an effort to include their opinions every step of the way. They have mentioned
liking the algorithm and two of the providers have been heavily involved in working to expand and improve the algorithm.
QUESTION: What analytical methods did you use to measure bias in your models?
ANSWER: Allow me to provide a shameless link to our paper: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/epi.16320.
We used cross-validation to evaluate the model, and there are many excellent papers doing this already.
QUESTION: Do providers need coaching on use of certain words, phrases in documentation to assist in natural language

algorithm locating useful data?
ANSWER: We do not coach on the use of certain words or phrases. The general structure of provider notes does help in
identifying key pieces of information (like past medical history).
QUESTION: How long did it take to build the algorithm from time of conception/idea?
ANSWER: It took 2-3 years from start to finish for the algorithm development. We did a lot of note annotation (which was
time consuming) with the initial build.
QUESTION: On average, how long does it take natural language processing and machine learning to correctly identify
and predict meaningful data when introduced with a new dataset, such as orthopedics specialty to neurology specialty?
ANSWER: That’s a great question. It depends on a lot of factors including how similar the data sets might be, how the
identifiers are structured, and how clear your outcome is. You can certainly use some off the shelf machine learning
algorithms and start getting results almost immediately. It helps if your outcome is very clear (e.g. did they break their arm
or not) compared to vague (e.g. is the patient presenting with sepsis). If I were planning a research study, I would plan 1-2
months to start getting preliminary data and plan an additional 4 months to tinker with the algorithm (while other things
happened).
QUESTION: What technologies are used to launch finalized NLP models into production for automated running?
ANSWER: We use Oracle SQL Programming and MySQL, and a combination of Perl and Python.
QUESTION: Does your NLP algorithm incorporate negation detection? If so what tools, or methods or approach do you
use to detect negated text among clinical data?
ANSWER: We do not incorporate negation detention.
QUESTION: Are there any commercially available programs that any of the presenters used to create their systems?
ANSWER: Unfortunately, in this case, all of our algorithms are home grown, but most academic projects would be happy
to collaborate and share some of their code or work to perform a study at another site.
QUESTION: Where can a beginner or a data/informatics student go to learn more about these topics that you presented?
ANSWER: I asked my informatics students and they recommended the free machine learning course by Andrew Ng on
Coursera (https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning), and the book An Introduction to Statistical Learning by
James, Witten, Hastie, and Tibshirani (https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-1-4614-7138-7)
QUESTION: Do you include the Clinical Documentation Specialist teams at your hospitals to help educate the clinical
teams on documentation?
ANSWER: We do not provide any documentation-specific education. Individual divisions provide some education, but we
do not have a specialized role for this right now in our hospital.

“Anesthesiology Control Tower: Feedback Alerts to Supplement Treatment (ACTFAST)”
Michael S. Avidan, MBBCh FCASA - Washington University School of Medicine
QUESTION: The idea of creating an anesthesiology control tower is really cool. A few years ago, providers in the critical
care units at the University of Michigan Hospital created a way to monitor equipment used in ICUs and CCUs there. There
are over 30 such units. They found that there was useful info created by a machine learning approach that in their case
helped prevent sepsis. I'd like to learn more about the work in your anesthesiology units.

ANSWER: The best way to learn more about the work we are doing is to follow our publications in this area.
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QUESTION: Does your NLP algorithm incorporate negation detection? If so what tools, or methods or approach do you
use to detect negated text among clinical data?
ANSWER: We have not used NLP.
QUESTION: Are there any commercially available programs that any of the presenters used to create their systems?
ANSWER: Yes. We have used the program AlertWatch in our Anesthesiology Control Tower. https://www.alertwatch.com

QUESTION: On average, how long does it take natural language processing and machine learning to correctly identify
and predict meaningful data when introduced with a new dataset, such as orthopedics specialty to neurology specialty?
ANSWER: We do not use NLP (yet).
QUESTION: Epic now has the capability to perform key term or key word search. Have you looked into using this for your
research?
ANSWER: Not yet. Thanks for the great suggestion.
QUESTION: Any use of regex (regular expressions) in your word searching or chunking (focusing on specific parts of
speech like nouns, verbs, and adverbs in particular proximity in the text?
ANSWER: We do not use NLP (yet).
QUESTION: What approaches are used to calibrate risk/mortality models and what processes implemented for
continuous updating (in light of new data)?
ANSWER: Our calibration approach (observed versus expected) is shown in our manuscripts. We are in the process of
refining our algorithms with new data. We are not doing this continuously because we do not yet have a continuously
updating output of the relevant outcomes (e. g. death).
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QUESTION: Where can a beginner or a data/informatics student go to learn more about these topics that you presented?
ANSWER: I would recommend one of the online courses on machine learning that are offered free by institutions like
Stanford. https://www.coursera.org/learn/machine-learning
QUESTION: You mentioned potential improvement in prediction by adding structural data variables, presumably on
patients. I would suggest including structural variables on the consultative physician, office location, years in practice,
and perhaps doctor-patient pair.
ANSWER: Thank you for these very helpful suggestions.
QUESTION: Random Forest (RF) may work better since it robustly averages over predictors of single but general
outcome variable.
ANSWER: Thanks for this interesting thought.
QUESTION: It has become more apparent that F1 scores, PPV values, or precision-recall curves be reported in analytical
methods. Medical data is heavily imbalanced with respect to positive and negative cases.
ANSWER: Thank you. We agree with this perspective.
QUESTION: Do you include the Clinical Documentation Specialist teams at your hospitals to help educate the clinical
teams on documentation?
ANSWER: We have not yet been doing this. Thank you for the suggestion.

